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(Government)

(1) Clause 1, page 1 (line 7), after “Declared”, insert “Commercial”.
   [commercial fishing activities]

(2) Schedule 1, heading, page 3 (line 1), after “Declared”, insert “commercial”.
   [commercial fishing activities]

(3) Schedule 1, item 1, page 3 (line 7), before “fishing activities”, insert “commercial”.
   [commercial fishing activities]

(4) Schedule 1, item 1, page 3 (line 8), before “fishing activities”, insert “commercial”.
   [commercial fishing activities]

(5) Schedule 1, item 1, page 3 (line 10), before “fishing activities”, insert “commercial”.
   [commercial fishing activities]

(6) Schedule 1, item 1, page 3 (line 11), after “declared”, insert “commercial”.
   [commercial fishing activities]

(7) Schedule 1, item 1, page 3 (line 19), before “fishing activities”, insert “commercial”.
   [commercial fishing activities]

(8) Schedule 1, item 1, page 3 (line 23), after “declared”, insert “commercial”.
   [commercial fishing activities]

(9) Schedule 1, item 1, page 4 (line 3), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.
   [commercial fishing activities]
(10) Schedule 1, item 1, page 4 (line 4), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

[commercial fishing activities]

(11) Schedule 1, item 1, page 4 (line 5), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

[commercial fishing activities]

(12) Schedule 1, item 1, page 4 (line 6), omit “declared fishing activity is a fishing activity”, substitute “declared commercial fishing activity is a commercial fishing activity”.

[commercial fishing activities]

(13) Schedule 1, item 1, page 4 (after line 9), after subclause 390SC(1), insert:

(1A) A commercial fishing activity is a fishing activity that is engaged in for a commercial purpose, and, to avoid doubt, does not include an activity that constitutes recreational fishing (within the meaning of subsection 212(2)).

Note: Under subsection 212(2), recreational fishing includes fishing from a charter boat and fishing in a fishing competition.

[commercial fishing activities]

(14) Schedule 1, item 1, page 4 (line 15), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

[commercial fishing activities]

(15) Schedule 1, item 1, page 4 (line 16), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

[commercial fishing activities]

(16) Schedule 1, item 1, page 4 (line 21), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

[commercial fishing activities]

(17) Schedule 1, item 1, page 5 (line 2), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

[commercial fishing activities]

(18) Schedule 1, item 1, page 5 (line 3), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

[commercial fishing activities]

(19) Schedule 1, item 1, page 5 (line 6), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

[commercial fishing activities]

(20) Schedule 1, item 1, page 5 (line 23), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

[commercial fishing activities]

(21) Schedule 1, item 1, page 5 (line 24), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

[commercial fishing activities]

(22) Schedule 1, item 1, page 5 (lines 30 and 31), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

[commercial fishing activities]

(23) Schedule 1, item 1, page 6 (line 3), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

[commercial fishing activities]

(24) Schedule 1, item 1, page 6 (line 9), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

[commercial fishing activities]
(25) Schedule 1, item 1, page 6 (line 17), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

(26) Schedule 1, item 1, page 6 (line 18), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

(27) Schedule 1, item 1, page 6 (line 23), omit “the fishing activity”, substitute “the commercial fishing activity”.

(28) Schedule 1, item 1, page 6 (line 23), omit “a fishing activity”, substitute “a commercial fishing activity”.

(29) Schedule 1, item 1, page 6 (line 27), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

(30) Schedule 1, item 1, page 7 (line 3), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

(31) Schedule 1, item 1, page 7 (line 7), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

(32) Schedule 1, item 1, page 7 (line 9), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

(33) Schedule 1, item 1, page 8 (lines 4 and 5), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

(34) Schedule 1, item 1, page 8 (line 8), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

(35) Schedule 1, item 1, page 8 (line 9), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

(36) Schedule 1, item 1, page 8 (line 12), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

(37) Schedule 1, item 1, page 8 (line 15), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

(38) Schedule 1, item 2, page 10 (line 2), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

(39) Schedule 1, item 3, page 10 (lines 7 and 8), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”.

(40) Schedule 1, page 10 (after line 8), after item 3, insert:

3A Section 528

Insert:
commercial fishing activity has the meaning given by subsection 390SC(1A). [commercial fishing activities]

(41) Schedule 1, item 5, page 10 (line 15), before “fishing activity”, insert “commercial”. [commercial fishing activities]